Olympic Events 2016

Subtitle: Multihull Dinghy

A submission from the Ministry of Sports Affairs - Oman

Proposal

That the multihull dinghy be included in the 2016 Olympic Event in accordance with clause 16.1.1 ISAF Regulations

Current Position

None

Reason

The multihull dinghy represents a good proportion of sailors worldwide.

In keeping with the policy of the IOC it is a fast exciting and colourful craft.

It is a popular dinghy with developing and emerging nations

Generally it is sailed by young sailors of both genders

It is provides stimulating sailing in almost all weather and wind conditions

There are a considerable number of inexpensive “out of the box” multihulls available in the market

Multihull events are popularly accepted in most regional games.

A majority of TV producers prefer the multihull event to others because of its fast action.